review raises a number of methodological issues with the current literature concerning bilingualism and cognitive advantages in executive functions. While the review has focused on providing counter-evidence to a positive relationship between the two, we think that what should be the single most important message may have gotten lost in the article: more work needs to focus on identifying and describing the causal link between bilingual experience and cognitive control, as opposed to work just reporting correlations between the two.
As in all domains of science, it is critically important to develop good approaches toward understanding the causal links between variables of interest (independent variables or IVs) and the observed phenomena (dependent variables or DVs). The current debate has focused almost exclusively on the IVeDV relationship in which the IV is 'type of language experience' (bilingualism vs monolingualism) and DV is 'level of executive function' (high vs low executive function or EF). While Paap et al. (2015) point out some pitfalls in the study of this IVeDV relationship, they mention only in passing that "superior EF may make it easier to achieve higher levels of L2 proficiency" (p. 11). Li (2015) makes a strong case for an approach of study in which the IVeDV relationship is reversed: treating cognitive control as the IV and bilingualism as the DV. This approach implies that we seriously consider people's initial differences in cognitive control, and understand how individual differences in executive function, working memory, and even general intelligence might provide the learner with a better chance for bilingual success. While the use of cognitive control predictors to distinguish between better versus poorer learners has been widely accepted in other fields of language research, it has only just begun to be adopted in bilingual studies. We suggest that this new direction for looking at the IVeDV relationship could shed light on the existing debate regarding the relationship between bilingualism, cognitive control, and individual differences. In particular, investigations into the dynamic relationships (reversible IVeDV relations) would enable us to evaluate whether enhanced cognitive abilities are the result of bilingual experience, the cause of bilingual success, or both. A number of recent studies have begun to provide promising results in this direction (see Li, 2015; Li, Legault, & Litcofsky, 2014; Linck et al., 2013 , for reviews). There is also new evidence that links individual differences in cognitive capacity and brain networks/neural pathways to the individual's performance or success in second language (e.g., Xiang, Dediu, Roberts, VanNorris, & Hagoort, 2012; Yang, Gates, Molenaar, & Li, 2015; Yang & Li, 2012) .
A second, perhaps more important, approach, especially if one assumes the existing IVeDV direction (i.e., bilingualism / cognitive control), is the use of longitudinal designs to determine whether there is a causal link between bilingualism and cognitive control. Longitudinal designs are time-consuming and resource-demanding (which is why they are still rare), but they are key to disentangling potential confounds such as those mentioned in the Paap et al. (2015) review. Longitudinal designs allow us to track the same individual, regardless of his or her prior language history or cognitive ability, across a period of time from no bilingual experience to low bilingual proficiency to high bilingual expertise. Simultaneously, cognitive control abilities can be measured at various time points across this period. Several
